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PEARCE GOULD'S ELEMENTS OF SURGICAL DIAGNOSIS. By Sir Cecil
Wakeley, Bart., K.B., C.B., LL.D., M.Ch., D.Sc., P.R.C.S. Tenth edition.
(Pp. xviii + 585; plates 19. 18s. 6d.) London: Cassell, 1954.
PEARCE GOULD'S "Elements of Surgical Diagnosis" is rightly considered to be one of the medical
classics. Its first edition appeared in October, 1884. How many other current medical textbooks
have lhad such a length of years? The tenth and latest edition has just appeared, "having been
reset in a larger format which makes it a more convenient size for the student." This may be so,
but it is a matter of some regret to your reviewer that the old familiar size and red colour of the
inding have cease(l to be.
Sir Cecil Wakeley has written a helpful introduLction. T'hough a fewv dogmatic statements are
open to (luestion, his advice is sound particularly on the value of a systeimatic and precise method
of clinical examination. All the chapters have been rewvritten and newv ones added on the surgery
of the chest and of the brain and spinal cord.
The book covers the field of surgical diagnosis very completely, but in some l)a-ts the emphasis
is not perhlaps wlhat it should be, e.g., in injuries of the wrist fractuLl-e of the scaphoid bone is
mentioned only as an accomp)animent of dislocation of a carpal bone and not in its own right as
ain important diagnosis. The name of this bone does niot appear in the comiiprehensive index.
Misprints are few, but cyclothorax (for chylothorax) appears both in the text and index. J. S. L.
GROWING OLD IN COMMON LODGINGS: A Survey of Elderly Men and
Their Living Conditions in Belfast Common Lodging Houses. By E. Miriam
Sargaison, A.M.I.A. (Pp. x + 66. 3s. 6d.) London: Nuffield Provincial
Hospitals Trust, 1954.
THis booklet by the senior almoner of the Belfast City Hospital is no compilation where the facts
aind figures of this problem in social medicine are marshalled in uninteresting graphs and tables.
T'he author knows her facts and can present them. At the same time, she can see behind them to
the human problem, and make the reader appreciate that also. It is only by understanding some-
thing of the sturdy independence of many of these old men, wvho often prefer the discomfort of a
lodging-house to such ordered regulation as a residential home, that their condition can be amelior-
ated. Medical practitioners wvill find much of interest and value in this sane and attractively
written pamp)hlet.
HISTORICAL REVIEW OF BRITISH OBSTETRICS AND GYNiECOLOGY,
1800-1950. Edited by J. M. Munro Kerr, R. W. Johnstone, Miles H. Phillips.
(Pp. viii + 420. 30s.) Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone, 1954.
Tiiis book is a continuation in a modified form of Herbert Spencer's history, and it is particularly
appropriate that it should have been published in the jubilee year of the Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gyn.vecologists.
The general review is divided into three periods of fifty years and is contributed by men wvhose
names have been household words in obstetrics. It is a pity that in the section on Obstetrics and
Gynaecology in Ireland since 1850 there are many inaccuracies in the portion under the heading,
"Belfast."
In the section on Special Subjects everyone should read the contribution by Colebrook on
"Puerperal Infection." Many younger obstetricians may never have seen a case of puerperal
sepsis, and it is well for them to realise what the problem was until as recently as 1936.
In this history there is something of interest to the historian, obstetrician, gynacologist, general
practitioner and midwife, and as many as possible should read it. C. H. G. M.
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